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1. INTRODUCTION

The hallmark of an effective law is that it is obeyed by those subject to it.  
A law that prohibits certain types of conduct is not effective if it does not influence behaviour to conform with it.1 Moreover, law enforcement authorities are limited in their capacity and resources and rely on most of those who are subject to the law to comply voluntarily with it most of the time. Given this, it is essential to understand the factors that influence compliance with the law.

A long-standing theory on compliance is that behaviour is most effectively influenced by increasing the likelihood of detection and punishment of wrongdoing and threatening the application of severe sanctions for transgressions. This is the well-known rational choice or classical deterrence paradigm that permeates much public policy thinking, particularly in the criminal justice realm,2 but also in the realm of business regulation,3 including competition and consumer regulation.4 In the latter context, it is a paradigm that has spawned a substantial body of
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1 Tom R Tyler, Why People Obey the Law (Yale University Press 1990) 19.

2 The influence of this paradigm is perhaps most stark in the US ‘war on drugs’: Tom R Tyler, ‘Procedural Fairness and Compliance with the Law’, in Lee Anne Fennell and Richard H McAdams (eds), Fairness in Law and Economics (Edward Elgar 2013) ch 11, 159–80, 160.

economic literature concerned with methods for calculating the ‘optimally deterrent’ monetary penalty.\(^5\)

An alternative view challenges the assumption that it is the objective certainty and/or severity of punishment that is the most effective or sustainable approach to influencing compliance with the law. The challenge derives from an impressive body of theoretical and empirical research that exposes the weaknesses in the classical deterrence paradigm. According to this research, predominantly from the disciplines of individual and organisational psychology and behavioural economics,\(^6\) people’s judgments about the risk of detection, enforcement and sanction are highly subjective and complex.\(^7\) A common finding in this research is


that, for various reasons, the perceived risk of adverse consequences from illegal behaviour is generally lower than the actual risk. Moreover, perceptions of the risk of detection and the likelihood of enforcement action, as well as fear of threatened sanctions, assume people know about the law and sanctions that may apply to their behaviour. Yet, in reality, such knowledge is often less widespread than lawmakers and enforcement authorities might hope or imagine.

Beyond discrediting the traditional deterrence perspective on compliance, a substantial body of research establishes that motivations to comply with the law are not only subjective but pluralistic and that, in the field of regulatory compliance, firms are driven by multiple motivations, sometimes serially and sometimes simultaneously, and in some instances may even be motivated to go “beyond compliance”. One typology that usefully draws together the strands of this research characterises factors that influence compliance by firms as economic, social and normative.


A 2010 survey of business people in Australia found low levels of awareness of cartel law and sanctions, for example: see Caron Beaton-Wells and Christine Parker, ‘Justifying Criminal Sanctions for Cartel Conduct: A Hard Case’ (2013) 1(1) Journal of Antitrust Enforcement 198. Moreover, beyond the psychological critiques of deterrence, there has been recognised to be a sociological dimension to people’s perceptions of and reactions to the law. From this perspective, the extent to which individuals view the law as applicable to their behaviour and hence engage in assessments about the probability of detection and enforcement action depends to a large degree on their sense of social connection (or disconnection) from the law. See Christine Parker, ‘The War on Cartels and the Social Meaning of Deterrence’ (2013) 7(2) Regulation & Governance 174.


Economic motivation to comply is clearly based on the commitment by a firm or individual to maximise economic utility and hence is most directly influenced by the deterrence-oriented strategy of increasing the costs of non-compliance through the threat of formal legal sanctions. However, informal economic sanctions, such as the damage to brand value and reputation through adverse publicity should also be counted as material to economic motivation. Additionally, the economic costs and gains associated with compliance (as distinct from non-compliance) are relevant. Firms weigh the costs of investing in compliance programs and training, for example, against the benefits of improving customer and employee retention and satisfaction through a demonstrated commitment to compliance.

Social motivation captures the extent to which firms or individuals are influenced in their decisions to comply or not comply with the law by the value that they attach to the approval or respect of significant others. Social motivation may be linked to economic motivation in the sense that social disapproval might lead to economic losses. However, the independent distinctive motivation to be well regarded, including to the extent of acting against one’s economic self-interest, should not be discounted. Consistent with this, there is empirical evidence to support

---


16 John Braithwaite, Crime, Shame and Reintegration (Cambridge University Press 1989) 69–83; Toni Makkai and John Braithwaite, ‘The Limits of the
the proposition that businesses are concerned to preserve the respect and esteem of ‘third parties’ including customers, shareholders, employees and business partners and that, in respect of some of these stakeholders (customers and employees especially), such concerns have a positive impact on compliance behaviour.17

Ultimately, however, the potentially most effective, efficient and stable form of compliance is compliance that is normatively motivated, that is, compliance based on a voluntary normative commitment to adhere to the law. This is the scenario in which compliance is internalised by a sense of duty and does not require activation by some external force or pressure. Normative motivation to comply can be based on a belief that a law is just or right in the sense that obeying the law leads to an outcome that fits with moral or ideological values – the firm complies with rules because its managers and employees see those rules as substantively fair. In the present context, this would mean that people agree with the ethos of competition and agree that there should be a law to protect it. Further, a large body of empirical research has established that people are also likely to obey a law where they see that law, and its enforcement, as ‘legitimate’, and that they judge legitimacy by whether the relevant legal authorities are procedurally fair. In the present context, this would mean that people comply because they respect the agencies and processes employed in enforcement of the law, rather than or in addition to respecting the substance of the law.18

---


18 See Tom R Tyler, Why People Obey the Law (Yale University Press 1990); Tom R Tyler and John M Darley ‘Building a Law-Abiding Society: Taking Public Views about Morality and the Legitimacy of Legal Authorities into Account When Formulating Substantive Law’ (2000) 28(3) Hofstra Law Review 707. A potential further aspect of normative compliance recognises that while firms may be normatively committed to compliance in general (based either on agreement with the substance of the law and/or on trust in its administration generally), they nevertheless reserve the right to make a judgement as to whether the actual application of the law achieves appropriate substantive goals or is enforced appropriately in a particular situation, and to alter their commitment to compliance accordingly. See Vibeke Lehmann Nielsen and Christine Parker,
Recognizing that business behaviour is influenced by ‘mixed motives’, researchers have sought to understand how firms prioritise different motivations at different times and how they reconcile conflicting motivations. A range of internal and external factors have been found to be relevant in this regard. The personal characteristics of firm decision-makers and decision-implementers, and organisational resources, capacities, power structures and informal cultures have been found to affect the relationship between and relative priority of the three different kinds of motivations. Moreover, different motivations are likely to come to the fore at particular times and in response to different external threats and opportunities to motivate different behaviour and actions.

This research has significant implications for lawmakers and enforcers. It poses particular challenges in the field of competition law and enforcement. In this field, the dominant paradigm in formulating the law, selecting sanctions and designing enforcement strategies has been the paradigm of rational choice-classical deterrence, on the assumption that motivations to comply or not comply with the law will be amoral, calculative and primarily if not exclusively economic in nature. Scant attention has been paid by authorities to the issue of normative compliance. Drawing on the Australian experience as illustrative, and on comparisons with the United States (US) and European Union (EU) as relevant, this chapter explores the potentially unproductive and distorting effects of focusing on an exclusively economic, deterrence-driven model.


for competition law and enforcement and failing to have sufficient regard to the influence of normative considerations – substantive and procedural – that shape business perceptions and behaviour.

The analysis proceeds in two parts. First, tensions between the goals and content of Australian competition law, on the one hand, and substantive fairness or morality, on the other, are highlighted (part 2). Secondly, the tensions between the prevailing approach to competition law enforcement in Australia and procedural fairness or legitimacy are examined (part 3). The tensions exposed in this analysis have important consequences for the extent to which normative compliance is being or capable of being achieved in competition law and enforcement, not just in Australia but generally. The chapter concludes that recognizing these tensions should prompt greater sensitivity on the part of lawmakers and enforcement agencies to fairness in the way in which legal goals are conceived and communicated through the substantive law and to the way in which its enforcement is handled (part 4).

2. THE SUBSTANCE OF THE LAW

The contemporary goals of competition law in most jurisdictions are seen as predominantly economic and without overt moral, social or political referents. Goals are framed largely in terms of economic efficiency, a term employed as a catch-all concept for an economic welfare orientation of competition law. It is a utilitarian concept concerned with

22 As has been pointed out elsewhere, this framing of competition law goals: ... represents one aspect of a larger neo-liberal or economically rational approach to governance which proposes that the public interest is best achieved via efficient distribution of resources through competition, and that social control is best achieved by assuming that people are rationally calculating self-interested actors. ... it is now the dominant rationality of governance to propose that in every sphere of life (both in business and outside it) people should be governed as if they are, and must become, economic men. Legal and political governance are expected to model themselves on this economic rationality, and divest themselves of social and political values that make alternative claims to legitimacy. (citations omitted)


23 Amongst most competition authorities at least, there is widespread support for ‘efficiency’ and ‘welfare’ as the primary objectives of the law in this field: International Competition Network, ‘Report on the Objectives of Unilateral
market-based outcomes or effects, as distinct from a more deontological concept aligned with humanitarian values such as social justice, civil liberties and fairness. This has not always been the case.

In the US, antitrust emerged as a legal response to a social and political concern with the accumulation of excessive economic concentration at the expense of economic liberty and a fair market place. Antitrust was fuelled by a general popular mistrust of big business and a desire to divide, diffuse and control economic power for political reasons. Congress enacted the Sherman Act 1890 in response to populist political pressures to regulate the actions of large ‘trusts’ dominating trade in key industries. In interpreting the vaguely worded laws entrusted to them, US courts emphasised competition as a ‘charter of economic liberty’, protecting both consumers and smaller businesses’ freedom to compete. Economists were not instrumental and many were ambivalent if not hostile to this development in the law. From about the 1950s and 1960s, however, antitrust was transformed in the US through the influence of economists associated with the Chicagoan school of thought. Thought leaders such as Posner, Bork and Stigler advocated an approach of examining business behaviour from a purely economic perspective, excluding from consideration any political or social values (for example, the protection of small business for the sake of smallness), and placing...
their faith in the free market system. Consideration of non-economic factors was dismissed as vague and therefore irrelevant.\(^{29}\)

In Europe, the development of competition law was influenced by similar lines of thought that, in some circles, continue to carry influence today. Gerber’s analysis of the origins and development of 20th-century European competition law and its enforcement identifies four main sets of underlying objectives, none of which relate to efficiency in the Chicago School sense, namely: the protection of the freedom of economic actors (appealing to a classical liberal conception of freedom); prevention of excessive concentration of economic resources and restraining private economic power in order to achieve and preserve a democratic polity after World War II (especially in Germany); ensuring fairness and justice for small- and medium-sized enterprises which may be unfairly disadvantaged in competition and a fair go for the common man; and, as a matter of economic policy to counter inflation and assist in price control and later to promote economic development and increase international competitiveness.\(^{30}\) However, despite these disparate political origins, Europe too has increasingly embraced what is sometimes referred as ‘the more economic’ approach, particularly since the ‘modernisation’ process of the 2000s.\(^{31}\)

While in both the US and Europe, an economic approach to competition law is now the governing paradigm (at least amongst policymakers and competition authorities), the contours of the economics have proven to be fluid and contested,\(^{32}\) and in recent years a vigorous and


\(^{30}\) David J Gerber,\textit{ Law and Competition in Twentieth Century Europe: Protecting Prometheus} (Oxford University Press 1998) 418–20; see also Giuliano Amato,\textit{ Antitrust and the Bounds of Power: The Dilemma of Liberal Democracy in the History of the Market} (Hart Publishing 1997). Gerber points out that the goal of ‘economic efficiency’ has been ‘marginal’ in Europe because its ‘abstract economic language of wealth maximization does not comport easily with other [more substantive] goals or with administrative discretion’ (420).


\(^{32}\) Economists generally identify three categories of efficiency – allocative, productive and dynamic efficiency – as relevant to the goals of competition law.
prolific academic discourse on the continued relevance of political, social and moral rationales for competition law has been flourishing. More generally, it has been observed that the economic efficiency rationale for competition law is not necessarily self-evident to non-economists. In order to accept economic rationales as legitimate, ‘people need to be able to make and accept quite complex connections between means and ends on the basis of economic reasoning’. As Aubert has commented in relation to another type of economic regulation, price regulation:

An illegal price will frequently create no immediate reaction and invoke no sanctions from the mores in the community. A tie-in with the mores can only

However, there is divergence on the relative importance of different types of efficiency in legal interpretation and enforcement. The related concept of ‘welfare’ also eludes universal definition, with arguments centring on whether a ‘consumer welfare’ or a ‘total welfare’ standard is appropriate (see Louis Kaplow, ‘On the Choice of Welfare Standards in Competition Law’, in Daniel Zimmer (ed), The Goals of Competition Law (Edward Elgar 2012) ch 1, 3) and with some even challenging the notion that welfare is synonymous with efficiency, favouring instead concepts of consumer choice and sovereignty (Robert H Lande, ‘Consumer Choice as the Ultimate Goal of Antitrust?’ (2001) 62 University of Pittsburgh Law Review 503; Neil W Averitt and Robert H Lande, ‘Consumer Sovereignty: A Unified Theory of Antitrust and Consumer Protection Law’ (1997) 65 Antitrust Law Journal 713). Divergent approaches to these various concepts are associated with the Harvard school (Mason, Bain, Kayser and Turner) with its largely structural theory of competition, the Chicago school (Stigler, Bork and Posner) with its neoclassical pricing theory, the post-Chicago school (Salop, Shapiro, Ordover and Williamson), with its strategic, game-theoretic theory of firm behaviour, and more recently the behavioural economics school (Sunstein, Gerla, Stucke, Tor) with its challenge to the rationality assumptions that underpin other economics theories.


be established through public acceptance of relatively complicated means-ends hypotheses from modern economic science. As long as these hypotheses have not become integrated parts of the individual’s moral system there will be a gap between the letter of the law and the requirements of the informal norms of the daily interactions between the members of society.35

In Australia, competition law has always been seen as an instrument of economic policy. Political overtones or concerns with morality or fairness have been explicitly rejected by lawmakers, enforcers and courts as having no place in the regulation of competition. There has nevertheless simmered beneath the surface of most legal debates in this field a deep-seated ambivalence about the goals of the law. At the heart of this ambivalence appears to lie concern about the social and moral cost of competition, a concern essentially about the value of competition at the expense of fairness in Australian economic and social life. There has been substantial public discourse, and at times considerable controversy, about the form that competition should take, who it should benefit and with what sacrifice. Amongst members of the specialised legal and economic community who work in this field it is generally seen as uncontroversial that the law strives to promote ‘workable competition’, a process of rivalry between market actors that ensures each actor is constrained to act efficiently, and that the resultant efficiencies are for the welfare ultimately of consumers.36 However, there is increasing evidence of a fundamental divide in the understanding of and attitudes towards competition law between the epistemic community and the public, including parts of the business sector. The divide is captured in controversies surrounding the level of concentration in key sectors such as grocery retail, telecommunications and banking. It is evident also in the repeated emphasis by the Chairman of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) on the need to educate the Australian public and businesses about the value of a market economy and strong competition,37 while at the same time displaying considerable sensitivity to the concerns of small business.38

35 Vilhelm Aubert, ‘White-Collar Crime and Social Structure’ (1952) 58 American Journal of Sociology 263, 266.
37 Rod Sims, ‘ACCC: Future Directions’ (Speech delivered at Law Council of Australia Competition and Consumer Workshop, Gold Coast, 29 August 2011).
38 See, for example, Rod Sims, ‘The ACCC and Small Business’ (Speech at COSBOA Business Leaders Dinner, Canberra, 12 September 2011); Michael T
At a deeper level, the divide reflects ambivalence in the Australian community towards the effects of a free market economy (of which competition policy and law are constituent elements), including the effects of exposure to global market forces. According to social attitudes surveys, Australians appreciate that living standards and essential social services such as health and education depend on a growing economy and that international trade provides a greater range and quality of products and services than would otherwise be available.\(^\text{39}\) At the same time, the research shows that Australians harbour a degree of uncertainty and insecurity about the extent to which free markets and economic openness guarantee an overall improvement in their quality of life and the threat that they pose to other interests that Australians value such as income equality, environmental sustainability and opportunities for domestic employment.\(^\text{40}\) as well as to the more general ethos of egalitarianism (an ethos threatened by rapid economic change) and iconic imagery associated with ‘the battler’ and ‘a fair go’ in Australian popular culture.\(^\text{41}\)

There is also evidence of public mistrust of ‘big business’, a concern that large corporations have excessive power, and scepticism of the relationship between government and business.\(^\text{42}\) Associated with this, and despite perennial demands by business to ‘cut red tape’, there is a strong expectation that economic activity will operate within a framework of rules, if not norms, and there is continuing public support for government intervention in the market to protect consumers, communities, the environment and workers.\(^\text{43}\)

In competition law terms, these tensions are often expressed as a contest over the protection that the law should offer to competition as


\(^\text{40}\) Ibid.

\(^\text{41}\) Elaine Thompson, Fair Enough: Egalitarianism in Australia (UNSW Press 1994).


distinct from competitors. Based on the hegemonic justification of efficiency (and its link to productivity and economic growth), most lawyers and economists defend the view that it is the competitive process that must be protected, even at the expense of competitors, particularly those exposed by the process as inefficient. Damage to, even elimination of, such competitors is seen as the inevitable consequence of the sometimes brutal process of competition. Economic rather than social or moral considerations are seen as paramount in this process. The alternative view, that individual competitors too deserve protection, is defended equally loudly but lacks the coherence of any unifying theory or principle. For some, the argument can be justified on economic grounds – competition, it is said, works best when there is a range of different-sized competitors and where efficient businesses can thrive and prosper, irrespective of size. In a relatively small and concentrated economy such as Australia’s, small businesses are seen as critical to economic performance – as the ‘fundamental drivers of jobs, of innovation and growth’. Others challenge the view that competition law is devoid of moral considerations, a challenge bolstered by the introduction of criminal sanctions for cartel conduct, the moral condemnation of

\[\text{44 Akin to the more general distinction drawn between aggregate (societal) and individualist (distributional) goals for competition law in Adi Ayal, Fairness in Antitrust: Protecting the Strong from the Weak (Hart Publishing 2014).}\]


\[\text{46 See the seminal statement by the High Court to this effect in Queensland Wire Industries v BHP (1989) 167 CLR 177.}\]

\[\text{47 Bruce Billson MP, ‘Speech to Committee for Economic Development of Australia Lunch, Melbourne’ (Speech, Melbourne, 9 May 2014).}\]

\[\text{48 Bruce Billson MP, ‘Institute of International Finance Conference, G20 Sydney’ (Speech, Sydney, 20 February 2014).}\]


\[\text{50 Cartel criminalisation has been driven by a deterrence agenda. However, the deterrent justification for the application of criminal sanctions for cartel conduct differs from the ‘traditional’ view of criminal sanctions as applying legitimately only where necessary to hold individuals accountable (after the fact) for conduct that is seen as immoral or unjust on the basis of social, moral or political evaluations. See, for example, Nicola Lacey, ‘Criminalization as Regulation: The Role of Criminal Law’, in Christine Parker et al. (eds), Regulating Law (Oxford University Press 2004) 144–67; Rebecca Williams, ‘Cartels in the}\]
such conduct by authorities (analogising with theft and fraud) in campaigning for criminalisation and the tendency of members of the public to approach the legal treatment of cartels through a moral rather than an economic lens.  

While heightened in debates over the last decade, this tension over the goals of or justifications for competition law is not new in Australia. It permeated the debate surrounding the introduction of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (as the current Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CACA) was formerly known) and its predecessors, and has been a recurring theme in major reviews of the legislation ever since. In particular, the ‘big vs small business’ debate has plagued assessments of the objectives and efficacy of Australia’s abuse of dominance (misuse of market power) prohibition in s 46 of the CACA. This debate has seen numerous amendments to s 46 over the years, none of which has clarified the law or quelled the controversy attendant upon its application and several of which are thought to be inconsistent with economic principle or otherwise simply unworkable.
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For advocates of the law as a mechanism to promote the competitive process in the interests of efficiency and consumer welfare, the tension over the goals of the law is often seen as essentially political in nature with potential to distort the law and its administration. There is also a perception that the public, some members of the business community (those in the small–medium business sector particularly), and even some politicians and judges simply do not understand the technicalities of the law in this field, with its complex economic arguments, fine distinctions and unavoidable ambiguity. Albeit less well articulated, for those who view the law as intended to serve a wider range of interests, there is a powerful prevailing sense that the law is failing to fulfil its purposes and that it often falls short of protecting the public interest (broadly defined).

This is a conflict that the Australian government is attempting to come to terms with. The conservative party currently in power has fastened on a reinvigoration of competition policy as a key measure to address Australia’s declining productivity. An important element of the government’s productivity policy is a review of competition policy and law (the Competition Policy Review (CPR)). The CPR’s Terms of Reference exhort the review panel to consider whether Australian competition law is ‘driving efficient, competitive and durable outcomes, particularly in light of changes to the Australian economy in recent decades and its increased integration into global markets’. At the same time, the panel is to ‘examine the competition provisions and the special protections for small business in the CACA to ensure that efficient businesses, both big and small, can compete effectively and have incentives to invest and innovate

Review 6. Substantial reforms to s 46, including repeal of the section that is intended to deal specifically with predatory pricing, were proposed by an independent panel tasked with reviewing Australian competition laws in 2014: see Competition Policy Review, Draft Report, September 2014, pp 42–44, 206-11.


56 The Liberal Party of Australia, ‘The Coalition’s Policy to Create Jobs by Boosting Productivity’ (September 2013).


for the future’. The government has a separate but equally clear policy commitment to small business, based on what is said to be recognition of ‘the vital contribution that the sector makes to our economy and communities’. The policy states that the CPR ‘will ensure that both small and big business have a level playing field, assisted by helping small business better understand fair commercial conduct …’ Yet, a competition law that has economic efficiency and consumer welfare as its underlying purpose is in potential tension with a policy of protecting small business, levelling the playing field and having regard to fairness in business conduct.

This apparent policy tension is vividly played out in controversies surrounding the power of Australia’s two major supermarket chains (MSCs), Coles and Woolworths. Australia’s retail grocery sector is highly concentrated – the MSCs enjoy approximately 70 per cent share of dry grocery goods sales and 50 per cent of fresh grocery goods sales. This has implications for competition in the sector and in turn for the prices, range and quality of grocery goods available to consumers. The power of the MSCs affects the business strategies, if not survival, of other grocery retailers and businesses participating in the supply chain directly and indirectly, including many small businesses and primary producers. More generally, MSC power affects many facets of Australian society, including the social amenity and sustainability of communities (rural and regional communities particularly), farmer livelihoods, employment opportunities, environmental sustainability, public health and animal welfare.

---

59 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
63 See Kirsten Larsen, Chris Ryan and Asha Bee Abraham, Sustainable and Secure Food Systems for Victoria: What Do We Know? What Do We Need to Know? (Victorian Eco-Innovation Lab, University of Melbourne, 2008); Jane Dixon and Bronwyn Isaacs, ‘There’s Certainly a Lot of Hurting Out There: Navigating the Trolley of Progress Down the Supermarket Aisle’ (2013) 30(2) Agriculture and Human Values 283; Christine Parker, Carly Brunswick and Jane Kotey, ‘The Happy Hen on Your Supermarket Shelf: What Choice Does
Not surprisingly then, the Australian retail grocery sector and the strategies of the MSCs, in particular, attract a high degree of public interest, regulatory scrutiny and political attention. Consistent with a global trend, the sector has been the subject of a large number of public inquiries and investigations in recent years and is singled out for focus in the CPR. Concerns relate to various MSC strategies including with respect to acquisitions, supply chain management, private labels, pricing, advertising and packaging and diversification into other sectors such as petrol, liquor and financial services. Several cases have been litigated, with mixed results, and a range of law reform proposals have been debated and some introduced including in the areas of merger review, misuse of market power, collective bargaining by small businesses, price discrimination, codes of conduct and unit pricing. Opinion is divided about the effectiveness of these measures and the need for further reform.

---


Much of the focus has been on the way in which the MSCs negotiate terms and conditions with their suppliers. Buyer power has clearly enabled the MSCs to generate significant efficiencies in the supply chain.69 The dilemma that this poses is that, in the short run, Australian consumers are benefitting from the efficiencies that the chains derive from economies of scale and scope.70 Consumers have increased their patronage of the chains at the expense of smaller retail outlets over the last decade, voting with their feet in favour of lower prices on a wider range of products, the convenience of one-stop shopping and flexible shopping hours.71 However, from a competition perspective the concern is that, in the long run, the MSCs may have insufficient incentives to compete through efficiencies (indeed, some argue that is the case now) and that consumers will face higher prices and reduced choice in the future as a consequence.72 There is also an argument that over time suppliers, for whom the supermarkets are competitors as well as customers, will be increasingly disincentivised to invest in product innovation and, again, consumers will be worse off as a result.73

The debate surrounding supermarket power in Australia is a useful illustration of the conflict between the economic policy goals of competition law and broader social and political concerns for fairness in the economy and society generally. Such concerns are typically raised in the context of concentrated markets in which there is an inevitable imbalance in bargaining power between participants in the supply chain, imbalances that do not necessarily reflect a lack of competition and may even be the

---


71 Allan Fels, ‘The Supermarket Revolution and Its Causes’ (Paper for conference by the Crawford Fund for International Agricultural Research, Canberra, August 2011).


73 Merrett and Smith (n 69).
product of it. Such imbalances are recognised as having a disproportionately adverse effect on small- and medium-sized enterprises owing to their relative lack of sophistication in negotiating contracts and lack of access to specialist legal advice, higher switching costs and fewer trading relationships, and consequent reluctance to approach enforcement authorities or engage in public discourse about their concerns.

In Australia and elsewhere, in the retail grocery sector, it is increasingly evident that the concerns expressed by stakeholders are not just about competition. Many are of the view that, owing to their substantial power in the supply chain, the MSCs are able to act in ways that are not just potentially anti-competitive but may also or alternatively be objectionable on the ground that they are inherently unfair. This concern has seen a focus on whether some of the supermarkets’ supply management practices offend fair trading rules (prohibitions on unconscionable conduct, in particular) which sit alongside the competition rules in the CACA. Similar developments have been taking place in Europe where authorities at both Community and national levels have been examining the impact of unfair trading practices in supply chains generally, and the food chain particularly, and reviewing the effectiveness of competition and other rules in grappling with the challenges that such practices present.

Unconscionability is not defined in the CACA, albeit it is clear from the statutory provisions that the concept is not to be confined to equitable

74 Consistent with this, a recent European Competition Network report concluded that certain trading practices considered to be unfair by many stakeholders ‘do not fall within the scope of competition rules at the EU level or in most member states’. See European Competition Network, ‘Report on Competition Law Enforcement and Market Monitoring Activities by European Competition Authorities in the Food Sector’ (May 2012), 11 para 26.


76 The prohibition in s 21(1) simply states that ‘a person must not, in trade or commerce, in connection with (a) the supply or possible supply of goods or services to a person (other than a listed public company); or (b) the acquisition or possible acquisition of goods or services from a person (other than a listed public company) engage in conduct that is, in all the circumstances, unconscionable’.
or common law doctrines,\(^77\) that it applies not only to dealings with consumers but also business-to-business dealings and that it allows for consideration of both substantive unfairness (in the terms or outcome of a contract, for example) and procedural fairness (in the manner in which a contract was negotiated, for example).\(^78\) In the case law the concept of unconscionability is approached by reference to what is said to be its ordinary meaning, namely as referring to ‘something not done in good conscience … it is conduct against conscience by reference to the norms of society’.\(^79\) In taking this approach, the court has made clear that assessing unconscionable conduct requires reference to moral or normative standards, broadly cast. Unfairness will be an element, as may be other factors such as justice, vulnerability, advantage and honesty. No prescriptive threshold or attribute has been identified – rather, in determining liability for unconscionability, a broad-ranging consideration of the conduct is to be made in each case.\(^80\)

This shift in focus, away from competition and towards fairness and other normative considerations in addressing some aspects of ‘big business’ conduct, saw the ACCC launch proceedings in April 2014 alleging unconscionable and misleading and deceptive conduct by the supermarket, Coles, in relation to 200 of its smaller suppliers.\(^81\) This

\(^77\) CACA, s 21(4)(a).
\(^78\) Ibid s 21(4)(c).
\(^79\) Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Lux Distributors Pty Ltd [2013] FCAFC 90 [41].
\(^80\) Ibid.
\(^81\) See ACCC, ‘ACCC takes action against Coles for alleged unconscionable conduct towards its suppliers’ (Media Release, 5 May 2014) http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-takes-action-against-coles-for-alleged-unconscionable-conduct-towards-its-suppliers, accessed 20 August 2014. The allegations in the proceeding relate to Coles’s use of a so-called Active Retail Collaboration (ARC) program, as part of a strategy to improve its earnings by obtaining better trading terms from its suppliers. It is alleged that one of the ways Coles sought to improve its earnings was through the introduction of ongoing rebates to be paid by its suppliers in connection with the Coles ARC program, based on purported benefits to large and small suppliers that Coles asserted had resulted from changes Coles had made to its supply chain. The ACCC alleges that through implementation of the ARC program Coles has engaged in unconscionable conduct towards 200 of its smaller suppliers by among other things: providing misleading information to suppliers about the savings and value to them from the changes Coles had made; using undue influence and unfair tactics against suppliers to obtain payments of the rebate (Coles personnel were allegedly instructed to escalate the matter to more senior staff, and to threaten commercial consequences if the supplier did not agree; threats allegedly were made when
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development followed a long-running investigation by the ACCC into a range of possible CACA contraventions by the MSCs and some have highlighted the significance of the fact that the outcome of the investigation is not an allegation of anti-competitive conduct and of misuse of market power, in particular, but rather an allegation of unconscionable behaviour.82

Fairness concerns have also led to consideration of whether legal protections against unfair standard form contracts, currently available under the CACA, for consumers, should be extended to small business. The introduction of unfair consumer contract protections for consumers was based in part on the recognition that ‘fairness in contracts is a valued ethical principle’.83 The current law enables the courts to declare void a term within a standard form consumer contract that is ‘unfair’, and a term is ‘unfair’ if it: causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations under the contract; is not reasonably necessary to protect the legitimate interests of the party advantaged by the term; and would cause detriment to a consumer if it were relied on.84

Responding to what are said to be recurring accounts of small business vulnerability and disadvantage arising from unfair contract terms and

suppliers declined to agree to pay the rebate); taking advantage of its superior bargaining position by, amongst other things, seeking payments when it had no legitimate basis for seeking them; and requiring those suppliers to agree to the ongoing ARC rebate without providing them with sufficient time to assess the value, if any, of the purported benefits of the ARC program to their small business.


84 CACA, s 24. In determining whether a term is unfair the court is required to take account of the extent to which the contract is transparent (that is, if the term is expressed in reasonably plain language, legible and presented clearly and readily to the party affected by it) and the contract as a whole. If a court finds a contract term to be unfair, it can make orders such as: an order declaring all or part of the contract to be void; an order varying a contract or arrangement as the court sees fit; or an order directing the respondent to repair or provide parts for a product provided under a contract at their expense. Civil pecuniary penalties are not available in the event that a court declares a term unfair and void.
considerable support from the small business community for government intervention in this area, the current government has committed to extending the current protections. It is notable that the rationales given for the extension are framed not just in economic terms but also in terms of the need to recognise and preserve an ‘ethical norm of fairness’ in business dealings.

The economic case for intervening rests on the range of costs associated with unfair contract terms in standard form contracts. They may lead to a higher social cost of managing the risk of adverse events, particularly where the party drafting the contract can influence their likelihood or cost, or can diversify the risk across a pool of customers. Small businesses seeking to avoid UCTs may incur additional costs in analysing contracts, either internally or through fees for legal services. The presence of UCTs may also reduce small business confidence in contracting and violate the ethical norm of fairness.

The policy objective is to help to provide a level playing field for small business customers when interacting with other businesses through standard form contracts. This will enhance the welfare of Australians by increasing small business certainty and confidence.85

Some commentators have welcomed this development, pointing out that the small business debate should not be addressed by weakening the competition laws. Those laws should be concerned with protecting the competitive process, not with individual competitors, it is said. Tampering with the competition rules and in particular, the misuse of market power prohibition, in the interests of addressing small business concerns is seen as ‘wrong-headed’.86 Rather, the solution is said to lie in

---

86 See Stephen King, Graeme Samuel and Chris Jose, ‘Agenda for the National Competition Policy Inquiry’ (Monash Business Policy Forum, Melbourne, November 2013); Stephen King, ‘Why the Australian Consumer Law Can Help Small Business’, The Conversation (14 November 2013) http://theconversation.com/why-the-australian-consumer-law-can-help-small-business-20298 accessed 21 August 2014. This is consistent with the approach taken in the draft report of the independent review panel charged with examining Australian competition policy and law. In its 2014 draft report, the review panel expressed the view that: ‘... the competition laws are not directed at protecting competitors but rather competition. This requires the competition law to balance preventing anti-competitive behaviour that undermines competition with not inhibiting behaviour that is part of normal vigorous competition. A separate but parallel principle is that the business and wider community expect business to be conducted according to a minimum standard of fair dealing. There are sound
recognizing small business vulnerability to unconscionable and unfair tactics by big business and dealing with this through the consumer and fair trading laws. There is considerable merit in this view. There is sufficient experience in Australia to say that attempting to respond to fairness concerns in the context of competition law (and abuse of dominance, in particular) has generated amendments to the law that are inconsistent with economic principle and practically unenforceable.

In addition, and consistent also with the approach taken in some European countries, attention has turned in Australia to whether retailer-supplier relations should be dealt with using other regulatory instruments such as codes of conduct. A code of conduct is generally understood as a set of guidelines that outlines an acceptable standard of behaviour, and may be a stand-alone self-regulatory instrument negotiated within an industry and/or supported by legislation. Codes of conduct can be prescribed under the CACA and are then enforceable by the ACCC. Some aspects of these codes deal with procedural fairness concerns in the sector. Further, in recent changes to the Franchising Code, fairness concerns in dealings between franchisors and franchisees have prompted the introduction of a general duty to act in good faith, providing extra protections to franchisees against unfair practices – such as franchisors imposing significant capital expenditure or unreasonable restraint of trade clauses.


87 In Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Belgium and the United Kingdom there are codes of conduct focused on the grocery supply chain, while in the Netherlands and Ireland there are plans to adopt such codes. See European Commission, Green Paper on Unfair Trading Practices in the Business to Business Food and Non-Food Supply Chain in Europe (COM/2013/037final), and the references therein.

88 See CACA, Pt IVB. There are currently four mandatory industry codes under the CACA – the Franchising Code, the Unit Pricing Code, the Horticulture Code and the Oil Code.


90 See Department for Business, Innovation & Skills and Groceries Code Adjudicator Groceries Supply Code of Practice (United Kingdom Government, 4
conduct intended to self-regulate supermarket–supplier relations and introduce greater transparency, predictability and, ultimately, fairness into relationships between the MSCs and their suppliers. The code would require supply contracts to be in writing and to include certain minimum terms and conditions and it would also rule out practices that have been branded unfair by suppliers such as retrospective and unreasonable changes to terms and demands for contributions towards the costs of promotion. However, critics describe the code as intended to dilute political concerns around the misuse of market power and unconscionable conduct by supermarkets, heading off any attempt to introduce more draconian remedial measures such as market capping and divestiture – while not altering the underlying economics of lop-sided supermarket–supplier relations. Others have pointed out the weaknesses in the proposed dispute resolution procedures and have expressed the view that, in the absence of sanctions for breach of the code, it is unlikely to be effective. At the time of writing the Commonwealth Government was considering whether to prescribe the proposed Grocery Code as an industry code under the CACA and seeking input on its terms.

It is not suggested here that the economic policy underpinning the competition rules in Australia, or elsewhere, is unsound or that it should necessarily be muddied by introducing moral elements. However, it is undeniable that the failure of Australian policymakers to date to address the concerns of stakeholders, small business in particular, about the fairness of economic conditions in many markets in this jurisdiction (especially those that are highly concentrated) has had a distorting, if not damaging, effect on the law and the way in which it is perceived. The attention being paid in recent policy developments to greater protection...
for small business, through enforcement of the prohibitions on uncon-
scionability, extension of the provisions relating to unfair contract terms
and the greater use of codes of conduct incorporating fairness consider-
ations, suggests that the Australian government is very much alive to
these dynamics.

3. THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAW

As stated at the outset of this chapter, normative commitment to
compliance with the law is influenced as much by respect for the
approach taken to enforcement of the law as by agreement with the
substantive values inherent in and objects of the legal provisions.
The primary aims of public enforcement are punishing offenders and
detering future offences, and fairness in the manner in which public
authorities seek to achieve these ends is essential in shoring up the
perceived legitimacy of the law and, in that way, strengthening voluntary
compliance on normative grounds.94 However, effective provision for
compensation of those harmed by illegal conduct is arguably equally
important in contributing to perceptions that the enforcement system is
fair as a whole. Moreover, there is a risk that trust in public enforcement
agencies will be damaged where they are seen to stand unreasonably in
the way of efforts by private litigants to secure compensation.

In the US, there has been long-standing strong recognition of the worth
in a combination of public and private actions to enforce antitrust laws.95
Albeit of much more recent origin, private enforcement has been

94 Procedural fairness in public enforcement action is not the focus of this
chapter but has been a major issue in the EU, in particular; see, for example, the
collection of papers in the *Competition Law Review* (2010, Issue 7(1)) and the
other chapters in this volume.

95 There is some disagreement amongst scholars as to the original intent of
the US lawmakers in including a private right of action in the *Sherman Act* in
1890. However, it is generally accepted that by the time of the passage of the
*Clayton Act* in 1914, the private right of action was seen as a crucial counter-
balance to weak government enforcement in the early years of US antitrust law
and private actions were treated by legislators as important to deterrence, as
much as to compensation. It has been estimated that about 90 per cent of US
antitrust cases are brought by private litigants and the threat of civil damages
exposure in private cases is today generally regarded as an equal if not more
powerful deterrent than criminal prosecution in the US. See, for example, Harry
First, 'Lost in Conversation: The Compensatory Function of Antitrust Law'
invigorated in Europe also, through the active acknowledgement of the European Commission and some national competition authorities of the importance of private actions as a complement to public enforcement.96 In both jurisdictions, the benefits of private actions have been seen to lie in providing a mechanism for compensation of victims as well as in bolstering the deterrence impact of public enforcement action.97


97 The starting premise of the European Commission’s 2008 White Paper is that the right of victims to compensation is guaranteed by EU law and that all persons having suffered loss as a result of infringements are entitled to access...
Australia lags behind the US and EU in recognizing and valuing the contribution of private actions in enforcement of competition law. This is so despite statutory provision for private actions since the contemporary competition law took effect in 1975\(^9\) and the availability of a general class action scheme since 1992.\(^9\) In this jurisdiction, competition law enforcement has been dominated by the ACCC. Proceedings brought by the ACCC in respect of breaches of the competition provisions of the CACA have outnumbered proceedings by private parties,\(^10\) there have been only five class actions (representing 2 per cent of all class actions brought between 1992 and 2009),\(^11\) and law reform efforts to bolster detection and deterrence have focussed exclusively on a model of public enforcement.\(^12\) At the same time, several high-profile suits brought by the ACCC in recent

---

98 See s 82 of the CACA.


100 A review of the Australian Trade Practices Reporter series (renamed the Australian Competition and Consumer Law Reporter in 2011) identified 86 proceedings involving alleged contraventions of the competition provisions of the TPA/CACA over the period 2000–2011 (inclusive). Of these, only 27 (approximately 31 per cent) were brought by private applicants. This figure does not include proceedings that were settled: see, for example, *Energex Ltd v Alstrom Australia Ltd* (2005) ¶ATPR 42-086 and nor of course does it include instances in which ‘compensation’ was negotiated without the need to bring proceedings.

101 Under the Part IVA of the *Federal Court of Australia Act 1976* (Cth) approximately 22.4% of the 249 class actions between 1992 and 2009 were product liability cases followed by industrial/workplace claims (17.4%) whilst migration cases constituted 10.3% of all class actions. Since 2004, there has been a marked increase in shareholder claims (25%), as well as a growing number of claims relating to impugned investment advice (17.8%) and consumer protection (9%). See Vince Morabito, ‘An Empirical Study of Australia’s Class Action Regimes: First Report, Class Action Facts and Figures’ (December 2009).

102 In recent years such efforts have seen significant increases in the maxima applicable to corporate penalties and in 2009, saw the introduction of cartel
years have been followed by private proceedings. These suits have highlighted the enormity of the challenges facing such litigants and have produced a degree of controversy where such hurdles have been seen to be erected or exacerbated by the public enforcement system.103

In its Compliance and Enforcement Policy, the ACCC identifies one of its primary aims as being to ‘undo the harm caused by the contravening conduct (for example by corrective advertising or restitution for consumers and businesses adversely affected)’.104 However, in practice, in relation to breaches of the competition provisions of the CACA (as distinct from the consumer and fair trading provisions) it is fair to say that the ACCC’s focus has been almost exclusively on deterrence.105 This is apparent in the following ways:

- the ACCC has not itself brought proceedings in a representative capacity to secure compensation for victims of anti-competitive conduct, despite having had the power to do so since 2001;


104 ACCC, Compliance and Enforcement Policy.

105 In addition to stopping the conduct in question and encouraging the use of compliance systems, both of which are also identified as primary aims in the ACCC’s Compliance and Enforcement Policy.
it has been resistant to imposing reasonable steps to make restitution as a condition or a relevant factor in the consideration of immunity or leniency;

- the ACCC has been reluctant in its settlement process to negotiate findings of fact for use by private litigants in follow-on actions and appears to be prepared to formulate agreed facts in a way that minimises the exposure of cooperating cartelists to damages liability; and

- it has refused to provide private litigants with access to information on its file while at the same time giving no apparent consideration to ways in which cartel parties may be incentivised to cooperate with damages claimants.

Since 2001 the ACCC has had power to bring representative proceedings under s 87(1B) of the CACA seeking compensation on behalf of persons who have suffered loss as a result of a Pt IV contravention. That provision has never been used by the ACCC in respect of a contravention of the competition provisions. Yet, it has been used in respect of contraventions of the fair trading and consumer provisions, and, in its 2007 submission to a Productivity Commission inquiry into consumer policy, the ACCC sought broader powers enabling it to seek redress for consumers in such matters. Those powers were granted in 2010. By contrast, there is no sign of readiness on the part of the ACCC to seek compensation for consumers in matters involving anti-competitive conduct, either directly or through the exercise of its intervention power.

The first version of the ACCC Immunity Policy for Cartel Conduct (published in 2003 and then called Leniency Policy for Cartel Conduct) made it a requirement for corporate immunity from proceedings or penalty that ‘where possible, [the corporation] will make restitution to

---

106 The ACCC may also use the broader power to bring representative actions under the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth).
109 See Trade Practices Amendment (Australian Consumer Law) Act (No 1) 2010 (Cth), inserting ss 87AAA–87AAB into the then Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth). See now s 237 of the Australian Consumer Law, under Schedule 2 of the CACA.
110 Pursuant to s 163A of the CACA.
injured parties’. That requirement was based on the US Department of Justice’s Corporate Leniency Policy and was said to be in ‘recognition of consumers’ expectations that the applicant not be able to obtain immunity from penalty or prosecution and keep their ill-gotten gains’. There is no public information available on whether or to what extent the restitution requirement was enforced against or fulfilled by applicants in the first 18 months of its operation (the ACCC received ten applications during that time). However, in November 2004, the ACCC announced a review of the leniency policy and sought comment on a range of matters, including ‘whether the requirement, as expressed in section 3.16 [sic] of the leniency policy, should remain in the policy’. Following the review, the requirement of restitution was removed from the policy. The reasons given for this decision arguably are not compelling. Moreover, it has been a decade since the review, during which time cartel offences have been introduced, and yet there is no sign that the ACCC is considering revisiting the issue of restitution as a condition of immunity.

113 Ibid 5.
114 Ibid 4, 13 Comment 14.
115 See Graeme Samuel, ‘The Relationship between Private and Public Enforcement in Deterring Cartels’ (Speech delivered at International Class Action Conference, 25 October 2007) 3–4, outlining some of the ACCC’s concerns in relation to the requirement of making restitution. In explaining the decision to remove the requirement, the ACCC indicated that it had been included in the policy originally out of concern that leniency applicants should not be seen to escape any payment of restitution. However, the ACCC pointed out, the experience in the US and Canada has been that private lawsuits generally follow an application for immunity even where no public enforcement action is taken. This reasoning is not compelling by way of justification for removing the restitution requirement in Australia. It remains the case that immunity beneficiaries escape the payment of penalties. They should not also escape the payment of restitution. It is true that injured parties have an entitlement to pursue for damages. However, whether this is a feasible or likely pursuit in all cases, is another question altogether. The conditions in Australia are much less conducive to private actions than are those in the US and Canada, as is clear from the handful of such actions that have been brought. In the absence of other measures to support private enforcement, it is arguable that the number of private actions is unlikely to climb significantly in the future. As a result there is a stronger case for restitution as a condition of immunity in Australia than there is in other jurisdictions where the private enforcement climate is much more robust.
This is despite the fact that the ACCC itself has acknowledged that criminal sanctions should alter significantly incentives in favour of immunity applications.\textsuperscript{116}

Immunity aside, the ACCC has also not sought to facilitate the payment of compensation to victims by parties that miss out on immunity but nevertheless win significant concessions by way of leniency from the Commission by cooperating under its general \textit{Cooperation for Enforcement Matters Policy}. That policy states that leniency is likely to be considered for a corporation where, amongst other things, the corporation ‘is prepared to make restitution where appropriate’.\textsuperscript{117} However, there is no evidence that the ACCC enforces or promotes restitution as a consideration in the ‘settlement’ negotiation process relating to breaches of the competition provisions. Nor is cooperation with or payment of compensation to victims treated by either the ACCC or the courts as a factor relevant in the assessment of penalties.\textsuperscript{118} Moreover, following a 2013 review of its immunity policy, the ACCC published a combined and revised \textit{Immunity and Cooperation Policy for Cartel Conduct}. The revised policy cites the factors that the ACCC will treat as relevant in assessing leniency for cooperating parties and the list of such factors omits the reference to restitution that appears in its general \textit{Cooperation

\textsuperscript{116} Graeme Samuel, ‘Current Issues on the ACCC’s Radar’ (Speech delivered at Competition Law Conference, Sydney, 29 May 2010) 6.
\textsuperscript{117} ACCC, \textit{Cooperation Policy for Enforcement Matters} (July 2002) 2.
\textsuperscript{118} In the \textit{Marine Hose} case, only one of the four cartel participants (Parker ITR) had provided for a compensation scheme for customers. Finkelstein J observed that a ‘factor which will require future consideration is whether payment of compensation or making restitution to those adversely affected by the illegal conduct should go in mitigation of the penalty. It may be that a company should receive a lower (or discounted) penalty if it has assisted those affected by its actions by implementing a compensation scheme in the same way that a company may receive a discount for assisting the ACCC’: \textit{Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Bridgestone} (2010) ATPR \textsuperscript{¶}42-320 [40]. However, despite identifying the provision of compensation as a relevant factor in the assessment of penalties, Finkelstein J did not specify how this factor had been taken into account in determining the penalties in this case, or indicate whether any distinction had been drawn between the amount payable by the parties based on whether they had provided for compensation schemes. A press release issued by the ACCC identifies that the penalties reflected the ‘number of contraventions found against each respondent with some discount for co-operation with the ACCC’, but made no reference to the role of compensation in assessing the appropriate penalties: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, ‘$8 Million Plus Penalty Imposed on Cartel Members’ (Press Release NR 074/10, 14 April 2010).
Policy.\textsuperscript{119} This may simply reflect an acknowledgment by the ACCC that it is not prepared to require leniency applicants to cooperate with private parties, or take reasonable steps towards making restitution, given its concern that any such requirement will disincentivise cooperation with the Commission.

Further, there are indications that the ‘settlement’ process may have the effect of undermining rather than facilitating the payment of compensation by parties that have admitted to breaching the competition rules. The legislature intended that follow-on actions be facilitated by public enforcement action. That intention is conveyed in s 83 of the CACA which provides that findings of fact made against a respondent in earlier proceedings (including proceedings for a cartel offence) are prima facie evidence of those facts in later proceedings for damages or compensation orders.\textsuperscript{120} However, there have been few cases in which s 83 has operated in the manner evidently intended by the legislature.\textsuperscript{121} This is due in large part to the process under the Cooperation Policy whereby the ACCC and respondent negotiate an agreed statement of facts and consent orders and present the statement and proposed orders to the court for its endorsement.\textsuperscript{122} Uncertainty has emerged as to whether ‘findings of fact’ in s 83 require a finding based on evidence, as distinct from a finding based on admissions.\textsuperscript{123} Conceivably as a result of this uncertainty (albeit possibly

\textsuperscript{119} See ACCC Immunity and Cooperation Policy for Cartel Conduct (September 2014), p 11.

\textsuperscript{120} See also s 79B of the CACA which evinces a legislative intention to prioritise compensation over penalties at least in cases in which both are sought.

\textsuperscript{121} Cf Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Tasmanian Salmonid Association [2003] ATPR ¶41-954 (in which the respondents consented to findings being made for the purposes of CACA s 83); Hubbards Pty Ltd v Simpson Ltd [1982] ATPR ¶40-925 (in which a private litigant was able to invoke CACA s 83 in proof of its case).

\textsuperscript{122} See generally Caron Beaton-Wells and Brent Fisse, Australian Cartel Regulation: Law, Policy and Practice in an International Context (Cambridge University Press 2011), 394–98 [10.2.2.1].

also for other reasons), the ACCC has not sought ‘s 83 findings’ in competition cases in recent years. Nor has it sought to have the uncertainty resolved through appeal in those cases in which its application for s 83 orders has been denied. By contrast in Europe, pursuant to Art 16(1) of Regulation No 1/2003, a decision of the European Commission relating to proceedings under Arts 101 or 102 of the Treaty has a probative effect in subsequent actions for damages, and a national court cannot take a decision running counter to such Commission decisions. The final text of the Commission’s proposed Directive would extend this by providing that an infringement established by a competition authority’s final decision or by a review court in the jurisdiction in which the damages action is taking place is deemed to be irrefutably established for the purposes of the damages claim.

124 Section 83 orders were not sought, for example, in Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Visy Industries Holdings Pty Ltd (2007) 244 ALR 673, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Vanderfield Pty Ltd [2009] FCA 1535 (3 November 2009); Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v April International Marketing Services Australia Pty Ltd [No 8] (2011) 277 ALR 446 and have not been sought in the series of proceedings brought by the ACCC in respect of the airline cargo cartel.

125 Case C-199/11 European Community v Otis and others [2012] ECR I-0000.

126 See Council of the European Union, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Certain Rules Governing Damages under National Law for Infringements of the Competition Law Provisions of the Member States and the European Union – Analysis of the Final Compromise Text with a View to Agreement’ (8088/14 RC 6 JUSTCIV 76 CODEC 885, 24 March 2014), art 9(1). The final text, however, waters down the effect of national decisions in circumstances where an action for damages is brought in a Member State other than the one in which the public enforcement proceeding took place, and introduces a certain discretion at national level. Namely, it only contains a provision specifying that in those circumstances, the final infringement finding by the competition authority or review court can be presented before the national court in which the claim is litigated as ‘at least prima facie’ evidence that an infringement of competition law occurred, and ‘may be assessed along with any other material brought by the parties’ (see art 9(2)). That said, while a private claimant may not have to re-litigate the infringement findings in a national competition authority’s decision, there are limitations to the benefits that this provides: see Laura Guttuso, ‘I’m an immunity applicant, get me out of here: Joint and Several Liability Revisited’ (2014) 7(2) Global Competition Litigation Review 94, 96–97.
The reluctance in Australia to allow for findings made by consent in prior proceedings to have probative effect in follow-on suits is explained largely by nervousness on the part of the ACCC that it would disincentivise respondents from settling and thereby inhibit the ACCC from resolving allegations in an efficient and certain fashion. However, there is a good case for treating this concern as more theoretical than real. Firstly, it is not a concern borne out by experience in the US or Europe. Secondly, the incentives for settling with the ACCC are powerful. Lengthy, expensive and distracting investigations and proceedings may be avoided and substantial discounts on potentially significant corporate penalties are on offer through the settlement process. Moreover, it is possible in settlement negotiations to avoid having individuals joined as respondents to the proceedings. Thirdly, there are avenues available for the use of prior admissions by plaintiffs in follow-on suits, quite apart from s 83 (albeit such avenues are yet to be judicially tested).127

Moreover, in the Australian settlement process, respondents are evidently able to avoid or diminish responsibility for loss or damage caused by the conduct in question, with a view no doubt to minimizing exposure in follow-on damages suits.128 As a result, cartelists that have settled with

---

127 For example, it is arguable that a follow-on claimant can rely on admissions made in a respondent’s defence in the ACCC proceeding and by a respondent’s counsel on its behalf on the penalty hearing of the ACCC proceeding or in public statements (as statements against interest made by a duly authorised agent: R v Delgado-Guerra (2001) 2 QD R 384); and further that, invoking the doctrine of estoppel, a respondent should not be permitted to re-agitate matters admitted in the ACCC proceeding and so attack the prior verdict (see Kirby v Centro Properties Ltd [2009] FCA 1505 at [16]–[18] per Finkelstein J). It is also arguable that under various provisions of the Evidence Act 1995 and/or the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 and related rules a claimant may tender portions of transcripts of ACCC examinations and voluntary interviews containing admissions, and/or that the Court is empowered to and should force admissions under its case management powers. Further, in a cartel case, once it is (otherwise) established, the acts of one party in furtherance of common purpose are admissible against other parties to the conspiracy (see R v Associated Northern Collieries (1911) 14 CLR 387).

128 This is what evidently occurred in at least one case in which the record of negotiations between the ACCC and the respondent became public in somewhat unusual circumstances. While the ACCC did acknowledge in its penalty submissions that the amount of loss or damage caused to non-contract customers by the price increases instigated under the cartel arrangements is likely to have been substantial (Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, ‘Outline of Submissions of the Applicant on Penalty’, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Visy Industries Holdings Pty Ltd, VID 1650/2005, 12 October
the ACCC and paid significant penalties are in a position to deny both liability as well as allegations of loss and damage, requiring claimants to prove both of these elements of their cause of action at significant risk and expense, without the assistance from the ACCC forerunner suit that appears to have been envisaged by the legislature. Confining admissions to use in the proceeding in which they are made may make sense to lawyers. However, most lay people would be likely to regard it as unfair, if not a major failing in the system, that an offender be permitted to confess to wrongdoing for the purposes of negotiating a reduced penalty while at the same time being able to deny wrongdoing for the purposes of attempting to avoid liability to pay compensation to victims.

Aside from the general statement of aims in its Compliance and Enforcement Policy, and in stark contrast to the statements made by authorities in the US and Europe, ACCC representatives have made few public statements of policy in relation to matters of private enforcement. The subject of private enforcement is notable by its conspicuous absence from speeches by the current Chairman, Rod Sims. In several speeches by former ACCC Chairman, Graeme Samuel AM, a positive, albeit qualified, perspective was offered. The ACCC was said to see ‘private proceedings as a legitimate and valuable avenue of redress’ while also to be likely to ‘act as a further deterrent’ to cartel activity.129 At the same time ‘competing demands’ and ‘tensions’ between ACCC enforcement and private litigation were emphasised.130 In particular, the potential for private follow-on litigation to disincentivise use of the ACCC Immunity Policy was highlighted, as was the prospect of ACCC investigations and

2007 [46]), the ACCC explicitly disavowed that the cartel ‘had any negative financial impact or caused loss to’ contract customers. As was apparent from subsequent evidence of the negotiations, this was a disavowal plainly won by [the?] respondent in order to minimise exposure in private damages actions and in return for agreeing to a record-breaking penalty: see Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Pratt [No 3] (2009) 175 FCR 558, 578 [29], 583 [35].


the Commission’s ability to persuade parties to cooperate generally being undermined by requests for information from private litigants. It was made clear that in resolving these tensions, ACCC enforcement will always be given first priority.

It was stated by the Chairman that the ACCC would not wish to ‘hinder private action against cartels’. However, there has been at least one instance in which it is publicly known that the ACCC sought to withhold assistance from private litigants, refusing access to proofs of evidence it had prepared in connection with its civil penalty proceeding. The refusal attracted strong judicial criticism:

There is at least an equal, if not more compelling, public interest in allowing private litigants to rely on the output of regulatory investigations, which are undertaken by public regulators at least in part on their behalf. The ACCC should be ‘motivated by a desire to do its duty, both towards the public and towards individual investors’. It is not motivated by corporate profit motives or competitive concerns.

The ‘real concern’ of the ACCC, in the judge’s view, was that potential immunity applicants would be deterred from cooperation, not by the disclosure of information but by the heightened prospects of damages exposure:

In my view, the confidentiality and free-rider arguments ostensibly advanced here by the ACCC are, at best, a proxy for that concern, and at worst a smokescreen obscuring it. To be fair, the appropriate total level of private civil liability (i.e., penalties plus damages) an actor should face for cartel conduct is a valid issue, and one which was long ago recognized by authorities and commentators in the US in the context of cooperation and leniency …

But to acknowledge the ACCC’s concern is not to approve of its proposed method for resolving that concern. On the contrary, the ACCC’s attempt to use common law privilege doctrine to protect cooperators when they are faced with private suits for damages, albeit partially successful here, appears to me to be misguided. Whether cartel whistleblowers … or those who cooperate with the regulators after the commencement of penalty proceedings … should be rewarded or encouraged by reduced exposure or enhanced protection in damages proceedings is a broad question of policy that should be addressed by the legislature, not by ad hoc judicial tinkering through the backdoor of privilege.

131 Ibid.
133 Ibid 150 [46]–[47].
The case apparently caused some discomfort for the ACCC\textsuperscript{134} and the approach taken by the agency in that litigation was the subject of considerable commentary and criticism.\textsuperscript{135} However, six years on and five years since the introduction of criminal sanctions, there is yet to be any public statement by the ACCC as to the lessons learnt from that case and any prospective change to its approach. Since the case, however, the CACA has been amended to introduce provisions under which the ACCC may deal with requests for access to categories of cartel-related information.\textsuperscript{136} Controversially, those provisions omit any reference to the legitimate interests of private claimants in the prescribed factors relevant to ACCC and judicial discretion to disclose information and they limit the scope for judicial review of ACCC decisions to refuse disclosure.\textsuperscript{137}

The ACCC is not alone in its stance on access to information by private litigants. While there is growing support for private competition law enforcement around the world, public enforcement agencies by and large remain adamant that private claimants should receive minimal assistance from agencies by way of access to information on their files. The rationale for this stance relates primarily to protection of the efficacy of immunity policies. At its essence, the argument made in support of such protection prioritises deterrence (through the heightened prospects

\textsuperscript{134} See Graeme Samuel, ‘Current Issues on the ACCC’s Radar’ (Speech delivered at Competition Law Conference, Sydney, 29 May 2010) 6.


\textsuperscript{136} See \textit{Trade Practices Amendment (Cartel Conduct and Other Measures) Act 2009} (Cth), ss 157(1A), 157(1B), 157B, 157C.

\textsuperscript{137} For a summary of criticisms made of the ‘protected cartel information’ scheme, see Caron Beaton-Wells and Brent Fisse, \textit{Australian Cartel Regulation: Law, Policy and Practice in an International Context} (Cambridge University Press 2011) [10.3.2], 410–14. It is not known whether the ACCC has yet had an occasion to apply the provisions and, if so, how it has approached their application.
of detection with an immunity policy) over the facilitation of compensation for victims of cartel conduct. Ironically, perhaps, there is also an argument that immunity applicants should not be ‘unfairly’ disadvantaged vis-à-vis other cartel members in exposure to private suits for damages by reason of having been the first to report.\textsuperscript{138} Fairness for immunity applicants appears in this context to trump fairness for victims. Alternatively it may simply be that the use of the word ‘unfairly’ in this context is misplaced. Arguably, the concern is not about treating immunity applicants unfairly but rather about disincentivising immunity applications on economic grounds by exposing applicants to private suits earlier and/or to a greater extent than co-cartelists.

From a normative compliance perspective, arguments in favour of protecting immunity information may be less problematic where other measures are taken to facilitate compensation, including requiring immunity beneficiaries to take reasonable steps to compensate victims or otherwise incentivising cooperation with private claimants (through reduction of the level of damages liability and/or the use of bar orders or removal of joint and several liability for immunity beneficiaries, for example).\textsuperscript{139} However, normative compliance is conceivably threatened


\textsuperscript{139} As for example, under the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act (2004) 15 USC 1, pursuant to which immunity applicants can reduce their exposure to civil liability significantly if they provide ‘satisfactory cooperation’ to civil plaintiffs, because only single as opposed to treble damages are allowed against the cooperating immunity applicant/defendant. Further, the Act limits the federal and state liability of an immunity applicant to the damages attributable to the commerce of the applicant in the goods and services affected by the violation, and thus spares an immunity applicant from the doctrine of joint and several liability (under which each corporate cartel member is potentially liable for the full amount of a plaintiff’s damages irrespective of the cartel member’s share in the affected commerce). Similarly the European Directive proposed that an immunity recipient’s liability, as well as its contribution owed to co-infringers under joint and several liability, would be limited to the harm it caused to its own direct or indirect purchasers or, in the case of a buying cartel, its direct or indirect suppliers, unless the victims are unable to obtain full compensation from other infringers (European Commission, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Certain Rules Governing Actions for Damages under National Law for Infringements of the Competition Law Provisions of the Member States and of the European Union’ COM (2013) 404 final, arts 11(2), 11(3), 11(4)). The final text agreed on by the
where, as in Australia, policymakers and the competition authority pursue an enforcement agenda that not only does not reasonably provide for compensation but in certain respects prizes public enforcement outcomes at the expense of victims’ rights.  

European Parliament has limited this protection somewhat: see Council of the European Union, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Certain Rules Governing Damages under National Law for Infringements of the Competition Law Provisions of the Member States and the European Union – Analysis of the Final Compromise Text with a View to Agreement’ (8088/14 RC 6 JUSTCIV 76 CODEC 885, 24 March 2014), art 11(2)(a). Interestingly the final text also introduces a similar protection for infringers that are small to medium size enterprises (art 11(3)). For a useful analysis of these developments, see Laura Gutuso, ‘I’m an Immunity Applicant, Get Me Out of Here: Joint and Several Liability Revisited’ (2014) 7(2) Global Competition Litigation Review 94. In Canada, parties to a class action may seek ‘bar orders’ which block non-settling respondents from claiming contribution from a settling respondent, thus providing an incentive for a respondent to provide assistance to the private action, in exchange for a reduced damages liability. See Ontario New Home Warranty Program v Chevron Chern, 46 OR (3d). In Australia, the doctrine of joint and several liability and rules on contribution are a significant impediment in private litigant attempts to settle with cartel parties. See C Beaton-Wells, B Dellavedova and L Taylor, ‘Private Antitrust Enforcement in Australia – Untapped Potential’, in G Monti and M Marquis (eds), Shaping Private Antitrust Enforcement in Europe (2015 – forthcoming).

Cf. the concern expressed in 2014 by an independent review panel tasked with reviewing Australian competition policy and law regarding the need to provide small business with greater access to justice and, to that end, recommending the examination of alternative dispute resolution processes to resolve competition and related disputes: see Competition Policy Review, Draft Report, September 2014, pp 254–56. There is a broader ground on which to be concerned that immunity policies may threaten normative compliance. Such policies arguably reduce law enforcement to a ‘game’ – the company that is first to ‘the confessional’ wins, and winner takes all. The outcome is determined by timing only, and sometimes as a matter of days or hours. Neither the circumstances in which the immunity beneficiary came to be first, nor the compliance commitment of the beneficiary, relative to other parties to the offending conduct, are relevant. Moreover, in most jurisdictions, the immunity prize does not include any requirement to implement, improve or update a compliance program. Nor does it generally require the beneficiary to take reasonable steps to make restitution to the victims of the cartel. It is difficult to imagine how this scenario promotes respect for the law or its administration. See further Joseph Murphy, ‘Compliance Policy at the Antitrust Division’, Bloomberg Law Reports, 8 November 2011; Joseph Murphy, ‘Promoting Compliance with Competition Law: Do Compliance and Ethics Programs Have a Role to Play?’ (Paper for
4. CONCLUSION

This chapter exhorts lawmakers and enforcement authorities to take a broad and sophisticated perspective on the range of factors likely to influence compliance with competition laws. The prevailing model in most jurisdictions focuses predominantly on economic considerations in the conception of legal goals and design of enforcement strategies. There are risks in this of overlooking the importance of perceived fairness in the law and its enforcement as a factor that affects compliance on normative grounds. Such risks are borne out by, albeit are unlikely to be unique to, the Australian experience.

In Australia, the long-standing focus of policymakers on competition, ignoring stakeholder concerns about fairness, has generated a distorted and arguably unproductive debate about the role and efficacy of the competition rules, and in some quarters a deep discontent with if not disrespect for the law in this field. Recently there have been efforts to address bargaining power imbalances in concentrated markets and supply chains, independently of the question as to whether such imbalances reflect anti-competitive market structures or conduct, and in recognition of fairness as an independently valued norm in business to business dealings. Such efforts, including ACCC actions to enforce the unconscionability prohibitions and proposed extension of the unfair contract protections, are nascent but are consistent with developments in Europe and with growing sensitivity by authorities around the world to the need to address fairness, in addition to competition, in business regulation. It is important that these initiatives be pursued with political commitment and enforcement vigour so as to ensure that economic conditions are not just competitive but fair also. In the long run, failing to create such conditions will undermine business respect for the law and reduce decisions about compliance to an economic calculation, at a significant cost to enforcement resources. There may be costs also for business certainty and as a

Roundtable on Promoting Compliance with Competition Law, OECD DAF/COMP(2011) 5, 7 October 2011) [30]–[37] (Paper circulated for Competition Committee meeting on 29–30 June 2011). Some take the view that the fairness concerns associated with immunity policies are adequately addressed by ensuring that immunity beneficiaries are required to give full and genuine cooperation, by excluding ringleaders and recidivists from eligibility and by applying the policy in a transparent and consistent way. See Wouter P J Wils, ‘Leniency in Antitrust Enforcement: Theory and Practice’ (2007) 30(1) World Competition 25, 50.
consequence for the willingness of firms to innovate and invest, ultimately to the detriment of consumers and the economy generally. Moreover, a legal regime that permits, if not fosters, unfairness in trade and commerce will carry inevitably a social cost, damaging to the type of society in which we might aspire to live.

Similarly, the approach taken in Australia to the enforcement of competition law has evinced a pre-occupation with economically motivated compliance, driven almost exclusively by financial penalties intended to punish and deter. Not only has this approach been dismissive of the inherent unfairness in failing to compensate victims, it has seemingly also overlooked the contribution that private enforcement can make to deterrence. The provisions of the CACA and the enforcement policies of the ACCC, particularly those relating to immunity and leniency, not only fail to support private actions but in some respects actively obstruct them. They create procedural imbalances that favour protections for admitted cartel members over the rights of harmed parties. For enforcement to be perceived as fair, both deterrence and compensation need to be valued and authorities need to commit themselves to developing strategies that address the tensions that arise in a system that relies on both public and private enforcement action. Australia has much to learn from US and European experience in this regard.